What is an Oracle?

An Oracle is a tool for connecting to the Divine
realm of higher wisdom, guidance, and insights
on our life journey. We consult an Oracle to get
deeper or hidden insights into a situation.
Divination cards, such as Tarot and Oracle cards,
use a mystical language of visual art ordered
into four or more suits (similar to regular playing
cards). Most oracles use suits based on the four
elements: Earth (which corresponds to body),
Air (mind), Water (heart and emotions), and Fire
(spirit, action, and the power to transform).

How do Oracle cards work?

Most readings start with a question or problem
we have in life concerning relationships, money,
work, creativity, spirituality, and health. By
shuffling cards, we infuse our personal energy
of this situation into the oracle. We then align
with Spirit to open channels of communication
between us and the angelic realm. The cards we
pull have specific messages for our questions.
By placing each card intentionally in a card
spread, the card takes on additional meaning. For
example, in a Past-Present-Future spread, each
of three cards holds information about what has
happened, what is happening now, and what may
likely happen next. So the meaning and reading
of each card depends on which spread is used,
which intention is set.

How will this workshop help me?

Our weekend intensive is a journey deep
into your own transformational experiences in
life. Working through the four elements of the
Transformation Oracle deck, we explore and
heighten your consciousness around how Spirit
guides your life, work, relationships and health.
You will learn to read cards with depth, accuracy,
and confidence for yourself & others.

This workshop is for YOU if you are ...

• a complete beginner who wants to learn how to READ
oracle & tarot cards
• an intuitive, empath or psychic who is ready to
INCREASE your PSYCHIC ABILITIES
• a healer/energy worker seeking TOOLS to better
help your clients clear & heal their issues
• going through BIG LIFE CHANGES and need accurate
guidance from the Divine ANGELIC realm
• seeking higher consciousness and deeper, daily
connection with GOD / the Divine
• want clarity on your LIFE JOURNEY & SOUL PATH
• CURIOUS about the elements & how they work

SAVE! Register by March 15 for only $185!
Regular Registration $225

Transformation
Oracle

Learn to Read Divination Cards
with Sonya Shannon

Friday April 17 • 6:30 - 8:30 pm
Saturday April 18 • 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday April 19 • 2:00 - 5:00 pm
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Register Online

transformation-oracle.com
The Awakening Center

694 E Spaulding Ave | Pueblo West, CO 81007

Email: SonyaShannonArtist@gmail.com
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Sonya Shannon is an artist, author and teacher in the

metaphysical realm. A mystic vision at age 11 revealed her
higher purpose. At 15, she
began to create divinely
inspired artwork and to
channel spiritual messages.
In 2014, she channeled the
Transformation Oracle, a
set of 44 divination cards
used in this workshop.
Sonya is passionate about
using her gifts to help
people overcome childhood
wounds, and believes
that all are entitled to our
birthright of empowerment,
self-fulfillment, and
connection to the Divine.

Join Us!

The Awakening Center

694 E Spaulding Ave
Pueblo West, CO 81007

• Sacred Geometry
• Understanding Animal, Mineral, and Human Symbols
• The PROJECT Spread
• The RELATIONSHIP Spread
• Your Own Transformation Journey

Sunday • April 19, 2020
2:00 - 5:00 pm
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Master Advanced Spreads & Techniques

Learn the secrets of how to expand any reading
along a particular axis like time, psychology, or
possibilities. Here is your chance to understand the true
power of your own transformational journey, combined
with advanced spreads and deeper spiritual connection
to bring truly helpful insights into any situation!

Friday • April 17, 2020
6:30 - 8:30 pm

• Cleansing Before & Re-Setting After Readings
• How to Do EXPANDED SPREADS
• The CHAKRA Spread
• The CELTIC CROSS Spread
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10:00 am - 5:00 pm
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Read Card Symbols & Meanings

Hidden in the Transformation Oracle artwork
are dozens of symbols with additional meaning.
We’ll cover the phases of transformation, so you can
quickly determine what is going on when you read
for others. You will start to see deeply your own life
journey!
• The ELEMENT BALANCING Spread
• The LEVELS OF BEING Spread
• PHASES of Transformation: Identify & Interpret
• Duality Cards

“The moment I walked into the classroom, I felt that I’m
exactly where I’m supposed to be. Sonya’s energy, soul and
precise information were a breath of fresh air. I learned so
much from Sonya and the others in the class!”

“The breadth and depth of the symbolism in every card is
amazing. With each card, something new would jump out to
me. The sacred geometry, the role the I Ching played, the use
of elements, the Light and models all interact to give me, as a
reader, a full and complete message for my clients.”

Your many questions about how to shuffle, how
to draw cards, how to read for others, and how to
ensure accuracy will be answered in our first session.

Saturday • April 18, 2020

Sue Cobb | Lakewood

Dottie Motnyck | Aurora, CO

Learn the Elements & Basic Spreads

• Set Your Intentions | Call on Spirit
• Shuffle & Pick Cards | Single Card Reading
• The YES/NO/MAYBE Spread
• The FOUR ELEMENTS & How to Read Them
• The PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE Spread

“As a total beginner, I was a little apprehensive, yet the cards
and the class kept calling to me! I’m so glad I went. I left
feeling empowered that I have a good feel for what I am
doing and that my gut instincts can be trusted as well!”

Grandmother Wahseh, TO Certified Reader | Denver, CO

What People Are Saying ...

“I got more out of one of her 3-hour classes than I did with
the whole Doreen Virtue Angel Card Practitioner series.”

Carol Quinn | Denver, CO

“Thank you for a fantastic Workshop, I loved every minute.
Your Transformation Oracle cards are an answer to prayer to
heal and seek wisdom for those looking for the truth.”

Sandy Schneider, TO Certified Reader | Colorado Springs

“I thank you from the bottom of my heart for the amazing
class. I have enjoyed the phenomenal art work and guidance
from The Oracle Cards and will continue to seek their
guidance on my every move.”

Deanna Kennelly | Colorado Springs, CO

Don’t miss this rare chance
to study with the artist/author!

“I loved the one-on-one training I received from Sonya! Our
class was just the right size & we were able to learn, practice
& grow with each other. Intuition, insight, ‘Ah-Ha’s!”
Julie Stevens, TO Certified Reader | Colorado Springs

“An angel on earth seems pretty close to the truth. Thank you

so much for a wonderful set of workshops Sonya! I loved how
you integrated spirit working through you, the knowledge
you shared and your amazing artwork into an intuitive and
logically presented workshop.“

Dwight Rixman | Peyton, CO

“I am so filled with gratitude for a weekend filled with such
wonderful new connections. I really loved working with and
learning about the Transformations cards—I went to the
class knowing nothing and am excited to learn more as I use
them and interact with others who are already more familiar
with them. The layers and depth of knowledge within them
has me in awe!”

Katy Blackmer | Colorado City, CO

